
Look Like
Your Odor
Problem?

User Instructions for Safechoice OdorOut

1. Prior to treatment, ensure the area is thoroughly clean and the source of the
odor is removed. 

2. Apply Safechoice OdorOut using a low-pressure sprayer. Focus on areas and
surfaces prone to absorbing smells, such as textiles, carpets, roofs in vehicles, con-
crete, and painted materials. Avoid spraying surfaces that do not absorb water,
e.g. mirrors, windows, plastic, and leather. 

3. If Safechoice OdorOut is applied to an unwanted surface, such as glass, leather,
plastic, etc., simply wipe off with a microfiber cloth before drying to avoid risk of
staining. 

4. Let dry for 30-60 minutes. Once dry it’s safe for both pets and children! Again,
to avoid any residue or staining, wipe off any excess liquid using a microfiber cloth
from unwanted or sensitive surfaces. 

DOSAGE AND EFFECT 
Cover the area gently (coverage is roughly 350-500 sq. ft./gal., depending on the 
surface). The odor eliminating effect of Safechoice OdorOut is almost immediate,
i.e. the odor is eliminated within minutes, and typically lasts for a few days up to
several weeks depending on conditions. Sometimes it is necessary to repeat treat-
ment for best result. Before use, read safety data sheet, available at www.afmsafe-
coat.com. 

For more information please contact@afmsafecoat.com. 
Manufactured in Sweden by Prebona, for AFM (www.prebona.com)



Odor

Nicotine, fire damage and pet urine contamination
are big problems.

This is true whether you’re sensitive to the odors or not. Most people are and everyone
wants a simple long lasting solution. 

The popular “eliminators”- fragrance masking agents, enzyme and active carbon have
short term limited effect.

Safechoice OdorOut has been proven many times more effective than these 
conventional products.

How OdorOut Works
Safechoice OdorOut relies on a patented technology based on colloidal silica, the main 
ingredient in sand, modified with ions with well-established anti-odor properties.

OdorOut removes odors extremely efficiently in a three step process: 
1. Odor molecules are released from a smelly source
2. Safechoice OdorOut captures odor molecules (patented technology)
3. Eliminates or transforms odor molecules into odorless molecules

Safechoice OdorOut - Eliminate Odors Instantly
n VOC free & completely environmentally friendly  
n Harmless to pets & infants when dry 
n Effective against a variety of odors: fire and cigarette smoke, urine, cannabis smoke,
food waste, mold and body odors.
n Breaks down and eliminates foul smelling molecules at their source and it is very cost
effective as it lasts for weeks even months.

“We have used Safechoice OdorOut in our
rental cars and are getting really good results.
It quickly makes cigarette smell disappear
completely. Compared to what we have used
before, OdorOut eliminates the smell and
the result lasts. It appears to be an amazing
product!”
John, Car Rental Agency Owner

“We were quite convinced of the
function of the product before we
started the project, but that the effect
would be so significant and effective
was astonishing,"
Roger Stromberg
Project Manager Disaster Renovation Company

“The smell disappeared immediately after the treatment and the bathroom has
been odor free for two months since the treatment. Both pupils and employees
have noticed a great improvement the air quality in the bathrooms.” 
Hans Jörgen Brenöe,  caretaker Nordsjällands elementary school

“I’m very glad that we could remove the smell from the litter
box so quickly, so the house could be shown without delay.
The viewing went very well and the sale of the house a short
moment after.” 
Andreas Johansson, home owner.

”Odor in public restrooms is 
removed with Safechoice 
OdorOut.”
Facilities Maintence Division Supervisor,
City of Carmel by the Sea.

“Hi! Wow what a difference.
No smoke odor. Amazing. 
Thank you.” 
Jessica. apartment building tenant

Odor molecules are adsorbed and then cracked into smaller 
odorless molecules and odor is removed.


